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Lucky Charm

Design: © Stassart Patricia
Website: www.devrolijkevlinders.be
Facebookgroup: https://www.facebook.com/groups/311076422663902/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Designs-Creations-by-Patricia-1984766338444828/
Ravelry: De Vrolijke Vlinders / Patricia Stassart

It is NOT allowed to share, publish, copy or resale this pattern!
Difficulty: easy
Size of the finished clover with the suggested yarn is 25 cm. The size may be different depending on
the thread used and the gauge.

Written pattern and photos are copyright © Patricia Stassart april 2020. Do not share, publish or sell
the content or photos as being of yourself, nor any separate parts. You may, however, sell your
finished project that was made with this pattern, but not in mass production. Use your own photos
and please mention me...
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Materials:
Scheepjes Catona:

Green - 175 gr
Yellow - 10 gr
Skin tone - 15 gr

Hook size 2.0 mm
2 safety eyes 10 mm of 12 mm
Needle
Stuffing (fiberfill)
Blush
Stitches & abbreviations: US terminology
MR – magic ring
Ch – chain
Slst(s) – slip stitch(es)
Sc – single crochet
Hdc – half double crochet
Sc2 in 1 – increase – 2 single crochet in 1 stitch
Sc2tog – decrease – single crochet 2 stitches together
Faten off
Rep – repeat
BLO – back loop only
*…..* repeat (rep) between the **
(..) at the end of the line, gives the amount of stitches after this row or round.
Nose:
Using skin tone.
Working in continuous rounds.
Rnd 01: MR with 6sc

(6)

Rnd 02: *sc2 in 1* x 6

(12)

Rnd 03: *3sc, sc2 in 1* x 3

(15)

Rnd 05: sc in each stitch

(15)
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Rnd 06: *3sc, sc2tog * x 3

(12)

Rnd 07: *sc2tog * x 6

(6)

Fasten off with longer thread to sew on the nose.
Leaves 4x:
Using green.
Working in continuous rounds..
Rnd 01: MR with 6sc

(6)

Rnd 02: sc2 in 1 x 6

(12)

Rnd 03: *1sc, sc2 in 1* x 6

(18)

Rnd 04: *2sc, sc2 in 1* x 6

(24)

Rnd 05: *3sc, sc2 in 1* x 6

(30)

Rnd 06: *4sc, sc2 in 1* x 6

(36)

Rnd 07: *5sc, sc2 in 1* x 6

(42)

Rnd 08: *6sc, sc2 in 1* x 6

(48)

Rnd 09 - 16: sc in each stitch

(48)

2 slsts and fasten off.
Make a second part, but do NOT fasten off and the 2 sl sts don’t have to be done.

We now crochet the two parts together.
Rnd 17: With the finished part facing you, insert crochet hook through the first slip stitch after the
last single crochet on this round AND through the next stitch on the 2nd part (photo 1), 1sc, * insert
your crochet hook through the next stitch of the 1st part AND through the next stitch on the 2nd part,
1sc * x 5, you have now crochet the 2 parts together with six single crochet (photo 2), 1sc on the next
stitch (photo 3), mark this stitch as start of your round, 41sc, you are now back at the point where
you connected the 2 parts, 42sc on the next part
(84)
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Rnd 18 – 21: sc in each stitch

(84)

Rnd 22: *12sc, sc2tog * x 6

(78)

Rnd 23: sc in each stitch

(78)

Rnd 24: *11sc, sc2tog * x 6

(72)

Rnd 25: sc in each stitch

(72)

Rnd 26: *10sc, sc2tog * x 6

(66)

Rnd 27: sc in each stitch

(66)

Rnd 28: *9sc, sc2tog * x 6

(60)

Rnd 29: sc in each stitch

(60)

Rnd 30: *8sc, sc2tog * x 6

(54)

Rnd 31: sc in each stitch

(54)

Rnd 32: *7sc, sc2tog * x 6

(48)

Make another 13 sc, 1slst mark this stitch, 1slst
Fasten off.





Count 4 stitches forwards after the slip stitch and mark this stitch as well.
Count another 19 stitches forwards and mark this stitch as well.
Count another 5 stitches forwards and mark this stitch as well.
You now have 2 x 6 stitches from marker to next marker. We will crochet the following
parts together on these points.

We now crochet the parts together as follows.
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With the fasten off thread facing you (photo 1) for all parts! Insert your crochet hook from the inside
to the outside in the marked stitch (on the other side than your fasten off thread) AND in the marked
slip stitch of the next part (photo 2), 1sc, * insert your crochet hook in the next stitch of each part and
crochet 1sc * x 5 (photo 3). You are now on the other marked stitch. Fasten off. (photo 4)

Now crochet all parts together in the same way as described above.

Yellow edge:
Using yellow.
With a point facing you.
Rnd 01: attach with 1sc in the 1st stitch of the point (photo 1), 17sc on this part, 18sc on all remaining
parts, join with 1 sl st in 1st stitch, Ch 1, turn
(72)

Rnd 02: back loops ony, *1sc + 2hdc + 1sc in 1 stitch, 1slst* x 36, close round with 1slst in the 1st
stitch.

Fasten off.
Front:
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With the same point towards you and skin tone.
Rnd 01: in the remaining loops of round 2, attach with 1sc, 9sc, sc2tog , *10sc, sc2tog * x 5

(66)

Rnd 02: *9sc, sc2tog * x 6

(60)

Rnd 03: *8sc, sc2tog * x 6

(54)

Rnd 04: *7sc, sc2tog * x 6

(48)

Rnd 05: *6sc, sc2tog * x 6

(42)

Rnd 06: *5sc, sc2tog * x 6

(36)

Rnd 07: *4sc, sc2tog * x 6

(30)

Rnd 08: *3sc, sc2tog * x 6

(24)

Rnd 09: *2sc, sc2tog * x 6

(18)

Rnd 10: *1sc, sc2tog * x 6

(12)

Rnd 11: *sc2tog * x 6

(6)

Fasten off with longer thread, wave thread through the front loops and pull, so the gap will close.
Hide loose end.






Stuff the nose and se wit over the center rounds.
Place the eyes between rows 5 & 6 counting from the yellow round and with 6 stitches
between the eyes.
Note: to position your eyes nicely, it is best to stuff all the points of leaf.
Embroider a mouth with green 3 rows lower than the nose.
Once the back is ready, you can also apply eyelashes to the eyes and put some blush on the
cheeks. You can also add some decoration.

Back:
Using green.
Rnd 01: With the same point towards you, attach with 1sc in the 1st stitch of the point (see photo),
17sc on this part, 18sc on all remaining parts
(72)

Rnd 02: *10sc, sc2tog * x 6

(66)
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Rnd 03: *9sc, sc2tog * x 6

(60)

Rnd 04: *8sc, sc2tog * x 6

(54)

Rnd 05: *7sc, sc2tog * x 6

(48)

Rnd 06: *6sc, sc2tog * x 6

(42)

Rnd 07: *5sc, sc2tog * x 6

(36)

Rnd 08: *4sc, sc2tog * x 6

(30)

Keep stuffing. Make sure that the tips of the leaves are well stuffed. That way your project can
stand when it’s finished.
Rnd 09: *3sc, sc2tog * x 6

(24)

Rnd 10: *2sc, sc2tog * x 6

(18)

Rnd 11: *1sc, sc2tog * x 6

(12)

Rnd 12: *sc2tog * x 6

(6)

Fasten off with longer thread, wave thread through the front loops and pull, so the gap will close.
Hide all loose ends.

Done!! Enjoy 

This pattern is protected by copyright; ©Stassart Patricia april 2020
It may NOT be shared, published or reselled. Not even the seperate parts or the photos.
You can, however, sell your finished project that was made with this pattern, but not in mass
production.
In case of problems with the pattern, or questions you can always send an e-mail to:
www.devrolijkevlinders.be
Please state the pattern and your name. 
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